titeuf
the film
it's so unfair!

Nadia is about to celebrate her birthday and Teddi isn’t invited! How can that be? Despite his well-intentioned niceness and super seductive attitude, he’s not on the list. Then, even bigger catastrophe: bring Teddi’s world to the brink of chaos, and adults prove once again just how low they can be.

As Teddi tries to recouper an increasingly desperate situation, his imagination takes him to a rollicking pony express adventure, times to the Wild West, encountering pioneers and Grand Moguls on his quest for a strategy to fix his life.

But true happiness is an invitation to Nadia’s birthday.

the meaning of life

Funny, smart, ingenious and sometimes too cute for his own good, Teddi is here on a mission—to capture the love of his childhood sweetheart, Nadia. The little guy is an optimist, definite. He always has a plan that’s guaranteed to work. If only parents, teachers, and his own mother would stop getting in his way! Teddi’s eternal optimism, good humor and never-say-die philosophy make him a second romantic hero, the guy everybody in their dreams.

get off my case

The high-quality, award-winning writing, art, and animation in this novel adventure novel will enliven even the earliest moments of its story. Teddi’s appeal is based on his unusual and irresistible charm, whether he’s searching for gold, catching a thieving treasure hunter, or concocting a wild and original plan with photographic effect. Teddi is a world where dreams are possible, but only in his phenomenally fertile imagination.

the schoolyard jungle

It’s a big bad world out there and Teddi’s got what it takes to make everything fall right. With his gang of friends, Tramps, Harry and Jesus, Teddi devises strategies to surmount every danger and win. By using humor and inventiveness to develop complex situations and find solutions, he offers children and adults a positive model of self-reliance and tolerance.
goodbye, cruel world (of comics)...

Titeuf is the biggest money-spinner in the highly competitive French comic-book market. With over 1.8 million units shifted, his latest album topped the 2009 bestseller lists ahead of the Millennium trilogy, Marc Levy and Dan Brown. Titeuf has been translated into over 25 languages and the animated TV series can be seen in over 40 countries. He has been inducted into the Paris equivalent of Madame Tussauds, starred in a traveling exhibition and, like The Simpsons, has featured on millions of postage stamps, not to mention the figurines, pencil cases, backpacks... Titeuf truly has gone global!

written and directed by Zep
produced by Benoît and Christophe di Sobatino

... hello, titeuf the film!